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On c-Homogeneous Ordered Sets 
GERHARD BEHRENDT 
An ordered set (X, ~) is called c-homogeneous if every automorphism of a connected 
induced suborder 9f (X, ~<) can be extended to an automorphism of (X, ~<). We show that a 
finite connected ordered set (X, ~<) is c-homogeneous iff (X, <~) is a crown, a standard 
n-dimensional ordered set, or a weak order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are a number of results which, for some class of combinatorial structures, give 
a classfication of those members that satisfy certain homogeneity conditions. Countable 
ordered sets with the property that every isomorphism between finite induced 
suborders can be extended to an automorphism of the whole set were classified by 
Schmerl [6]. Various homogeneity conditions on finite ordered sets were studied by 
the present author [1,2]. In this paper we consider homogeneity with respect to 
connected induced suborders. Analogous results for graphs were obtained TSy Gardiner 
[5]. 
An ordered set (X, ~<) is called connected if whenever x, x'  e X then there exists a 
natural number n and x0, x~, . . . ,  x, ~ X such that x = Xo, x'  = x, and x;, xi+~ are 
comparable for 0<~ i <n.  An ordered set (X, <~) shall be called c-homogeneous if
whenever Y_X  is connected with respect to the induced suborder, and a is an 
automorphism of (Y, ~<), then there exists an automorphism /3 of-(X, ~<) such that 
ya = y/3 for all y E Y. 
In a finite ordered set (X, ~<) the height h(x) of x e X is the maximal cardinality of a 
chain in {y e X l Y < x}. The height of (X, <~) is the maximal height of an element of 
(X, ~<). For i >/0 let Hi(X, <~) = {x ~ X I h(x) = i} and for j > i/> 0 let Hij(X, <~) = 
/-/,(x, u/-/,.(x, 
2. FINITE HEIGHT 1 c-HoMOGENEOUS ORDERED SETS 
We recall that a crown on 2n elements consists of elements 
al,a2 . . . . .  an, bt, bE , . . . ,bn  such that ai<bi  and ai<bi+l for l<<-i~n (indices 
modulo n) are the only non-trivial order relations. The standard n-dimensional ordered 
set consists of the 1-element and (n - 1)-element subsets of {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, ordered by 
set-theoretic nclusion. A set (X, ~)  is trivially ordered (also called an antichain) if 
x ~ y iff x = y for x, y e X. The linear sum of two ordered sets (X1, ~1) and (X2, ~<2) is 
the disjoint union of XI and X2, ordered by x ~<x' iff there exists i e {1, 2} such that 
{x, x'}~_X" and x~ix ' ,  or x E X1 and x'  E X2. The linear sum of two trivially ordered 
sets is called a complete bipartite ordered set. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, <-) be a finite connected height 1 ordered set. Then (X, ~)  is 
c-homogeneous iff it is a crown, a standard n-dimensional ordered set or a complete 
bipartite ordered set. 
PROOF. Note that a connected height 1 ordered set (X, ~<) can be interpreted as an 
incidence structure, the minimal elements being points, the maximal elements blocks 
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and comparability being the incidence relation. Thus if x < y we can say that the point 
x lies on the block y, or that y goes through x. 
It is not hard to see that crowns, standard n-dimensional ordered sets and linear 
sums of two trivially ordered sets are indeed c-homogeneous. 
Conversely, assume that (X, <~) is a connected height 1 ordered set which is 
c-homogeneous. If x~ and x2 are points such that there exists a block y which goes 
through x~ and x2, then there exists a • Aut(X, ~)  with x~a = x2 and x2a = x~, and 
dually for blocks. As (X, <~) is connected, it follows that Aut(X, <~) is transitive on 
both the set of points and the set of blocks. In particular, it follows that each point lies 
on the same number of blocks, and each block goes through the same number of 
points. 
We first claim that there exists a positive integer k such that any two blocks either 
have no point in common or they go through exactly k common points. Let y~ and Y2 be 
blocks through x, and y~ and y~ blocks through x' .  There exists a • Aut(X, <-) with 
xot=x'.  Consider the suborder induced on {x',y~a, y2a, y~,y~}. There exists an 
automorphism of this suborder which can be extended to an automorphism/3 of (X, ~<) 
with x'/3 = x',  (Yl c~)/3 = y~ and (y2a)/3 = y~. We thus have y1(a/3) = y~ and y2(a/3) = y~. 
As a/3 • Aut(X, ~) it follows that y~ and y~ have to go through the same number of 
points as y, and Y2. Clearly, the dual statement also holds. 
Let x be a block which goes through more than 2 points. Every block that has a point 
in common with x has to have a fixed number k of points in common with x. If 
k = ]{y • X [ y < x}[, then every block goes through every point, and we have a linear 
sum of two trivially ordered sets. Therefore in the following assume that k< 
[{y e X ] y < x}[. Then for every k-element subset of {y • X [ y < x} there is the same 
number k' of blocks distinct from x which go through all the points in that subset (as 
every permutation of {y • X [ y < x} is induced by an automorphism of (X, ~<)). 
We next claim that if k > 1 then k '  = 1. Suppose that k >1 and k '> l .  Let x be a 
block and Y={yEXly<x }. Choose Y1, Y2 ~-Y with [YII=[Y2I=k and [Yz\YI[= 
1Yl\Y2[ = 1. Let Y~\Y2 = {Y~} and Y2\Y~ = {Y2}-Let 
X~ ={z •X[z  ~x ,y<z  for all y e Y1}, 
X2 = {z • X ] z ~ x, y < z for all y e Y2}- 
Choose x~ e X~ and x2 • X2. Now consider 
Z = (x} O (Y,\{y,}) U (Y2\{Y2}) O X, U X2. 
Let a •Aut (Z ,  <~) with za =z  for all z eZ\{x l ,  x2}, x la  =x2 and x2a=x 1. Then a 
can be extended to an automorphism/3 of (X, ~<). As x/3 = x, we have that 13 leaves Y 
setwise invariant. Now Yl < z for all z • X~. As x~/3 = x2 and z/3 = z for all z • Xl\{Xl}, 
we have Yt/3 <x2 and Yl/3 < z for all z • Xl\{xl}. We thus have Yl/3 • I"1 N Y2, which is 
a contradiction. 
We next claim that if every block goes through exactly k + 1 points, where k > 1, 
then we have a standard n-dimensional ordered set. Let x be a block. For every point 
y that lies on x there has to be exactly one block by which goes through all points on x 
except y. Whenever be and by, are such blocks, then there exists one more point which 
lies on both b e and be, but b e and b e, can only go through one more point anyway. 
Thus there exists a unique point which does not lie on x but which lies on all b e. Now 
there cannot be any more blocks, and we have a standard n-dimensional ordered set 
with n = k + 2. 
We now claim that the case in which k > 1, and each block lies on more than k + 1 
points, cannot o~cur. Let x be a block. Let Y={y•X ly<x} and let S be a 
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(k - 1)-element subset of Y. Let Yl, Y2 e Y~.  Let xl and x2 be blocks going through 
{Yt} U S, respectively {Y2} U S (they are unique with respect to this property). Then 
there is a unique point y ¢ Y which lies on xl and x2. Then the~e also exist 
y~, y~ ~e Y O {y} lying on xl, respectively x2. Now there exist unique blocks x~ and x~ 
going through S U{y~}, respectively SO{y~}. Note that we cannot have y~<x~ or 
y~<x~ by uniqueness of x~, respectively x(. Also, we cannot have yl<x~, y~<x~, 
Y2 < x~ and Y2 < x~ by uniqueness of xl, respectively x2. Let Z = Y U {y~, y~, x, x~, x~}. 
Define /3 •Aut(Z ,<-)  by Y~/3 =Y2, Y2/3=Yl and z /3=z for all z e Z\{y~,y2}. There 
exists tx • Aut(X, 4)  which induces /3. As xi is the unique block going through all 
elements of S tA {y~} for i • {1, 2}, we must have x~ a = x2 and x2ot = x~. On the other 
hand, xl goes through all elements of S tA {y~}; hence x~a has to do the same. As we do 
not have y~ <x2, we obtain a contradiction. 
It remains to prove that if k = 1 then (X, ~<) is a crown. Suppose that k = 1 and 
(X, ~<) is not a crown. Note that there has to exist an induced crown in (X, <~). Let 
(Y, ~<) be such a crown with the minimal number of elements (and note that it must 
have at least 6 elements). Let Y = {y, y" [ 1 ~< i ~< n}, where y,- < y] iff j • {i, i + 1} 
(modulo n). As (X, ~<) is not a crown, without loss of generality there exists y ~ {y~, y,} 
with y <y~. By minimality of the crown, y does not lie on any of y~ . . . . .  y ' .  Now 
consider Y '=  (YU{y})l{y~}. Let /3 • Aut(Y' ,  <~) be defined by y/3 =Yl, YI/3 =Y and 
zfl = z for all z • Y'\{y, y~}. Then/3 is induced by an automorphism a of (X, ~<). Then 
y~a must be the unique block going through y and Y2. Then {Y, Yl, YE, Y~,Y~/3, Y~} 
forms a 6-element crown. 
Now let Y={yi, y ' [1  ~<i~<3} be a 6-element crown in (X, ~<), with y i<y/  iff 
j • {i, i + 1} (modulo 3). Using the same argument as before, there exist y, y '  • XkY 
such that y <y~, y <y '  and y2<y ' ,  and these together with the relations in Y are all 
the non-trivial relations between elements of Y '=  Y t_J{y, y'}. Now in (X, ~<) there 
exists a further element y" going through y (as Y2 lies on at least 3 elements, so must y). 
As we have no 4-element crown, the element y" must not go through any of y~, Y2 and 
Y3. Let Y" = (Y' t_J {Y"})\{Y2}- Define /3 • Aut(Y", <~) by y"/3 = y', y'/3 = y" and z/3 = z 
for all z • Y"\{y', y"}. Let tx • Aut(X, <~) be such that a induces/3 on Y". Note that Y2 
is the unique element lying on y~ and y~, and y~ and y~ are fixed by a; hence ot fixes Y2. 
As Y2 < Y', we must have Y2 = y2ot < y 'a  = y", which is a contradiction. This proves the 
theorem. [] 
3. FINITE c-HoMOGENEOUS ORDERED SETS 
Recall that a weak order is an ordered set (X, ~<) which does not contain elements 
x, y and z such that x < y and z is incomparable with both x and y. Finite weak orders 
are just linear sums of finitely many finite trivially ordered sets. We now can give the 
characterization f finite c-homogeneous ordered sets. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, <-) be a finite connected ordered set. Then (X, <~) is 
c-homogeneous iff (X, 4)  is a crown, a standard n-dimensional ordered set or a weak 
order. 
PROOF. If (X, ~<) is a crown, a standard n-dimensional ordered set or a weak order, 
then it is not hard to see that (X, ~<) is c-homogeneous. Conversely, let (X, ~<) be 
connected, c-homogeneous and finite. We consider double levels Hi.i+l(X, <~). 
Suppose this is not connected. Then there are x • Hi(X, <~), y e Hi+I(X, <-) incom- 
parable, such that there exists z • X with either x < z and y < z, or z < x and z < y. Let 
Y = {x, y, z} and /3 • Aut(Y, <-) defined by z/3 = z, x/3 =y  and y/3 =x. Then there 
exists a • Aut(X, <-) inducing/3 on Y, which is a contradiction, as any automorphism 
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has to leave Hi(X, ~) and Hi+~(X, <~) setwise invariant. Thus each Hi.i+~(X, <~) is 
connected, and it is clearly c-homogeneous: thus by Theorem 2.1 it is isomorphic to a 
crown, a standard n-dimensional ordered set or a linear sum of two trivially ordered 
sets. 
If the height of (X, ~) is greater than 1, and there is an Hi, i+~(X, <~) isomorphic to a 
standard n-dimensional ordered set or to a crown with more than 4 elements, then it is 
easy to see that again there exist x E Hi(X, <-), y ~ Hi+~(X, <~) incomparable such that 
there exists z E X with either x <z  and y <z ,  or z <x  and z <y ,  and we obtain a 
contradiction as above. Hence in this case all Hi.i+~(X, <~) are isomorphic to a linear 
sum of two trivially ordered sets, and (X, ~<) is a weak order. [] 
We finally remark that an ordered set is c-homogeneous iff every of its connected 
components i c-homogeneous. Therefore, arbitrary finite c-homogeneous ordered sets 
are exactly the disjoint sums of the sets described in Theorem 3.1. 
4. REMARKS 
There are many homogeneity conditions for graphs that have been investigated (see 
[3] for a survey of some of the results). For ordered sets the situation is somewhat 
different, as the fairly weak condition that the automorphism group is transitive 
already implies that the ordered set is an antichain or infinite. Therefore homogeneity 
conditions which are stronger than transitivity are only interesting in infinite ordered 
sets; for example, extendability of isomorphisms between k-element induced suborders 
considered by Droste and Macpherson [4]. 
In finite graphs, it is often the case that extendability of isomorphisms between 
substructures in a certain class is the same as extendability of automorphisms of such 
substructures [5]. A similar kind of result for a certain class of substructures of finite 
ordered sets is given in [2]. For the result shown in this paper the situation is different, 
as the property that every isomorphism between connected induced suborders can be 
extended implies that the automorphism group is transitive. Homogeneity conditions 
for finite ordered sets which are not only satisfied by antichains have to imply that 
elements tay at the same height level. This is indirectly implied by connectedness in 
this paper, or it can be done by putting in an explicit condition as in [1], or by the 
conditions considered in [2] which make sure that from each element he bottom of the 
ordered set can be reached within the substructure. 
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